
 

 

Commissioner Bulletin - Wales – July 2020 
 
In this bulletin you will find the following articles: 
 

• Annual Reconciliation Report 
• Changes to FP17W forms in Compass 
• Claiming for UDAs 
• Compass functions temporarily unavailable 
• In the spotlight article 
• Contact centre telephone line maintenance 

 
Annual Reconciliation Report 
The Annual Superannuation Reconciliation declarations will be processed this month and 
any changes to pension contributions will be reflected in the July schedules paid on 3 August 
2020. 
 
If a performer’s Net Pensionable Earnings (NPE) are increased during the Annual 
Reconciliation Report (ARR) process, the additional contributions will be deducted. If a 
performer’s NPE are reduced during the ARR process, the overpaid contributions will be 
credited. 
 
These changes will be reflected in the pay statements under the ‘Performer Superannuation 
Contribution’ section with '(1920)' next to the performer name. 
 
Please bear in mind that a change in earnings may alter the contribution tier and additional 
contributions. Refunds may be made because of this. 
 
The changes in NPE will also affect the employer’s contributions and you may see a 
significant increase in ‘Employer Pension Contributions’ in your July Payment and Recharge 
Report. 
 
The 2019/20 performer NPE/NPEE values in Compass will now be overwritten with the ARR 
Values. 

 
Compass functions temporarily unavailable  
In order to process the Annual Superannuation Reconciliation, the following functions will not 
be available in Compass between 6pm on Monday 20 July 2020 and 11am on Monday 27 
July 2020:  

• Payment Adjustment Update 

• Payment Adjustment Approval 

• Contract Create/Amend 

• Closed Contract Amend 

• Performer Create/Update 

• Allocation of FD to a Contract 
 



Any contract amendments or payment adjustments that have not been authorised prior to 
6pm on Monday 20 July will be rejected by an automated system process. Please accept our 
apologies for any inconvenience this may cause.  

 
Changes to FP17W forms in Compass 
To support the General Dental Services (GDS) Dental Contract Reform programme and 
Community Dental Services, the Welsh Government and Public Health Wales have 
requested that NHS Dental Services make some changes to the FP17W form in Compass. 
To help you understand the changes, we said we would publish a series of articles.  
  
The first article, ‘Changes to the FP17W from April 2020 part one’, provided an overview of 
the changes and explained why scale and polish was removed from the clinical data set from 
1 April 2020. 
 
To explain the changes further, we've published 'Changes to the FP17W from April 2020 
part two'.  
 

Claiming for UDAs 
We emailed all providers on 1 May 2020 with an update about the 2-month rule. The email 
said: 
 
In light of COVID-19, it has been agreed that the two-month rule, for the submission of 
FP17W forms, is relaxed to ease the administrative burden on practices. With immediate 
effect, UDAs will no longer be disallowed if the claim is received later than two months after 
the course of treatment completion date. 
  
This has been reviewed and has been further extended until 1 August 2020. 
 

In the spotlight 
We've published a new ‘In the Spotlight’ article on the phased re-introduction of dentistry. 
Article 7 relates to the Amber phase: 
 
Article 7 - Wales de-escalation pandemic plan for dentistry 

 
Contact centre telephone line maintenance 
We're carrying out some essential maintenance to our contact centre telephone lines. This 
means we'll be unavailable by telephone between 8am Friday 10 July and 8am on Monday 
13 July. 
  
If you have a question during this time, visit our knowledge base for help. 
  
We apologise for any inconvenience this may cause. 

 
 

https://www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/activity-payment-and-pension-services/fp17-processing
https://mcusercontent.com/73c3d4c9798efad92c827e730/files/90461b40-59fb-48cf-99d5-8586582d60fd/Article_2_of_CDS_changes_in_Wales__002_002_.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/73c3d4c9798efad92c827e730/files/90461b40-59fb-48cf-99d5-8586582d60fd/Article_2_of_CDS_changes_in_Wales__002_002_.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/73c3d4c9798efad92c827e730/files/08be3e39-dbd7-4ccd-a77b-8ad583d922ec/Article_7_Amber_Phase.01.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/73c3d4c9798efad92c827e730/files/08be3e39-dbd7-4ccd-a77b-8ad583d922ec/Article_7_Amber_Phase.01.pdf
https://nhsbsa-live.powerappsportals.com/knowledgebase/

